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PRESS RELEASE
Avionics Veteran Preston Dane joins L2 Aviation as Senior Account
Manager
Industry expert joins the L2 Aviation Sales team.

Austin, Texas: L2 Aviation, a leading supplier of global avionics services including engineering, parts,
certification, installation and manufacturing announced today a key addition to its sales team with the
addition of Preston Dane as Senior Account Manager responsible for strategic
and key channel partner accounts.
“I am excited to be joining L2 Aviation as they look to expand their
capabilities and support for the industry as it recovers”, said Preston Dane. “L2
Aviation has an incredible team all dedicated to providing exceptional
results focused on minimizing aircraft down-time and unexpected surprises. I
have worked with L2 Aviation in the past and have always admired their
team and I couldn’t be more thrilled to be joining that same group!”
“Preston is a proven leader in avionics systems with years of providing technical support and expertise that
customers trust and rely on”, said Tony Bailey, Vice President, Business Development. “The addition of
Preston, especially during these times, clearly demonstrates our commitment of being a totally customer
centric company. We are driven to be a dedicated partner for our customers and provide unparalleled
support and innovation they can count on. We are pleased to have Preston on the team.”
About Preston Dane
Mr. Dane has over 30 years of Avionics Engineering and Technical Sales experience in the development
and support of SATCOM, Cabin Avionics and Electronic Flight Instrument Systems. He also led design teams
for Flight Management Systems and Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyroscopes. Mr. Dane spent over 30 years
with Honeywell International where he began his career as a Research and Development Engineer in
Sensor Development then made the transition in to Avionics Systems Engineering, Avionics Product
Development, Field Service Engineering and finally Technical Sales as a Senior Manager for Aircraft
Connectivity. In Addition to Honeywell, Mr. Dane served as a Senior System Design Specialist at Lockheed
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Martin for the Block 60 F-16 Advanced Avionics Development and at Horizons Technology for avionics
support of the Air Force E-3 AWACS. Mr. Dane has received numerous awards and patents and is a
graduate of Oklahoma State University with a Bachelor of Science Degree and a Master of Science
Degree, both in Engineering Physics.
About L2 Aviation
L2 Consulting Services, Inc., doing business as L2 Aviation, provides global aircraft modification support
services including avionics engineering, system design, repair, certification, kitting and installation for airline,
government, military and business aviation customers. L2 Aviation specializes in complex avionics solutions
and remote installations focused on reducing down-time and mitigating crew workload. L2 Aviation makes
great airplanes BETTER!
*For additional details please contact Desiree Eversole at +1 (512) 894-3414 ext. 333
or email Eversole.Desiree@l2aviation.com. www.l2aviation.com.
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